Fiber internet is coming to you!
Did you hear the news? Pioneer Connect, your local provider for internet and phone services, has announced a
significant expansion to its Fiber-to-the-Home network in Philomath.
This year-long project will bring speeds up to 1 GIG to more than 2,400 other locations in Philomath. Not only will
our new state-of-the-art Fiber network provide new opportunities for today, it will give you the speeds you need for
decades to come. Even better, no phone line required!

Fiber has numerous benefits over DSL or cable internet:
• Internet speeds up to 1 GIG — lightning-fast bandwidth for using multiple devices simultaneously, incredible
4K streaming, real-time gaming and a work-from-home lifestyle
• Future Proof internet capacity, just like in major urban areas, right here in Philomath
• Reliable and Weatherproof technology that provides you a dedicated connection — the best internet security
and dependable during harsh weather
• Fiber is Fast. Really Fast. Leave behind the buffering and lagging and enjoy internet that keeps pace with your
busy life
• Local People & Service from an expert team that lives and works in your community
We’re teaming up with North Sky Communications to make this Fiber build a reality over the coming year. Since our
founding in Philomath more than 70 years ago, we’ve always gone the extra mile to serve our members. And as a
Cooperative, we always have your back with no data caps, no contracts and 24/7 local support.
While we’re just as excited as you are, building a brand-new network with nearly 150 miles of Fiber won’t happen
overnight. We promise it will be worth the wait, and we appreciate your patience as we work to bring Fiber to you!
Prior to any work being done on your property, our partner contractor, North Sky Communications, or a Pioneer
employee will reach out to you to discuss the Fiber project in your neighborhood, explain the process, and get
your approval for any work needed on your property. Our No. 1 goal is to keep you up-to-date on the project
and minimize any impacts to the community.
Ready to Join the Fiber Force? Learn more about the project, follow our progress, and show your interest in
bringing Fiber internet to your home at PhilomathFiber.net
Have questions? We’re here to help. Reach us at 888-929-1014 or 541-929-3135.
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